Emerge Architecture Competition: 2015 ‘Living Tomorrow’
JURY REPORT

SPONSORS

We would like to extend a heartfelt THANK YOU to all the sponsors and judges for your
commitment to making this a successful first year.

‘LIVING TOMORROW’

The Emerge Competition calls Zimbabwean architecture students across the globe to offer
innovative architectural solutions that meet the current issues of the Zimbabwean context.
This competition gives students a platform to exhibit ideas that address and improve living
conditions in Zimbabwe through design.
Following the launch of the Emerge competition in 2015, we received registrations from
Zimbabwe, South Africa, Namibia, Cyprus, Spain, India, Singapore, Egypt, Togo, Switzerland,
Tunisia, UK and Mexico.
The feedback has been inspiring using social media as the main tool for advertising.
The architecture schools in Zimbabwe have also shown interest in incorporating future
competition briefs in their curriculum, making it easier for students to submit a proposal
without impacting their school work schedule.
The 2015 theme ‘Living Tomorrow’ challenged students to apply their design skills to the
issue of sustainability. The students will be required to define the home of the future and to
explore an architectural program that challenges environmental and agricultural solutions,
cultural barriers, building technology and addressing affordability.

JURY

The jury comprised of an international panel of professionals including Architects and
Designers.

RUVIMBO MOYO| FOUNDER & ARCHITECT
Ruvimbo Penina Moyo obtained a Master of Architecture (Professional) degree from the
University of Cape Town. She is interested in the relationship between sustainability and
housing in contemporary Africa and has spoken on this topic at the 2011 Decorex
‘Conversations on Architecture’ in Cape Town. Her thesis based paper ‘Utopia of the
Developing World’ was published in the 2013 Zawia ‘Utopia’ issue (Milan, London, Cairo)
and also featured in the POVO Journal 2014 Inaugural Women’s Edition.
Her paper ‘Nkandlagate: Only Partial Evidence of Urban African Inequality’ was published in
the Massachusetts Institute of Technology- Department of Architecture journal ‘Thresholds
43: Scandalous’ in 2015.
She has worked for Pearce McComish Tarabuku Architects in Harare, Louis Karol Architects
in Cape Town and is currently working at Make Architects and Interiors Studio and Fabian
Architects in Cape Town.
MAXWELL MUTANDA | CREATIVE DIRECTOR
Maxwell Mutanda is a Zimbabwean born designer and creative director at Studio |D| Tale.
Maxwell graduated from the Bartlett School of Architecture with a Postgraduate Diploma in
Architecture. He has worked for the innovative firm Studio 8 in London run by CJ Lim on a
variety of projects that deal with communities and cultural issues. Chief amongst them has
been Virtually Venice, which was exhibited at the Venice Architecture Biennale 2004
and Dream Isle (2008) which is featured in the publication Short Stories: London in two-anda-half dimensions.

His work has an emphasis on designing for social change especially as the continent
experiences its greatest shift since colonisation. A belief that Africa is well positioned to be a
driver for socio-economic change in the world influences his design thinking. His work was
featured in the “Young Architects in Africa” exhibition a collateral event at the Venice
Architecture Biennale 2014. He was also invited to speak at an official Biennale event for the
Scandinavian pavilion held by South of North – the collaborative architecture project
working in the non-profit sector in developing environments.
Maxwell has previously worked in Sales and Marketing for a German automotive company
in Zimbabwe. He has also worked in retail finance dealing with global money remittances in
businesses based across Zimbabwe, Zambia and South Africa.
In 2015 projects he has worked on will be featured in the exhibition Africa: Architecture and
Identity at Louisiana Museum of Modern Art in Copenhagen, Denmark as well as in the
inaugural Chicago Architecture Biennial.

NICOLAS-PATIENCE BASABOSE | DESIGN SCIENTIST
Nicolas-Patience Basabose started his career in advertising and media, after 10 years, he
went back to his first love, which is design. After training, he started Jean 3:16 Life&Style in
2010, a furniture design and home décor studio and Ebenezer Property Group a property
development company with EbenezerStudio SA being the flagship division involved in
Architecture, Interior Design, and Urban Design with offices in DR Congo and South Africa
and clients in DR Congo, Gabon, Congo Brazzaville, Singapore, Brazil and South Africa.
Currently a consultant for a number of companies operating various fields of interest,
Basabose is active in a range of disciplines and passionate promoter of the African identity
in design, his work is built around the simple act of finding and expressing the “African-ness
of things” in everything conceived from the obvious to the subtle.
Nicolas-Patience Basabose is a writer, a contemporary architecture and vernacular
architecture studios lecturer at the Universtité Pan-Africaine du Congo and the Institut
Supérieur d’Architecture et Urbanisme in Kinshasa, and the founder of the soon to be
launched Académie de Design also in Kinshasa. He continues to be one of the fervent
advocates of housing in his native Congo and Africa; his upcoming book “Tins Are For Roofs,
Not Walls” is a strategic theory on the fight for decent housing in Africa offering routes to
both governments and entrepreneurs to invest in truly humane affordable housing, which is
a 3-way win-win scenario.

ADAM LEE CASEY | PROFESSIONAL DESIGNER/ARCHITECT
Adam Lee Casey graduated summa cum laude with a Bachelor of Design and Architecture
from the University of Florida, where he won both ‘Design Excellence’ and ‘Academic
Excellence’ awards for his graduating class. After studying with the East Asia Architecture
Program in Hong Kong SAR, and the Vicenza, Italy Institute of Architecture, Adam went on to
teach a summer design studio for the University of Florida. Shortly after, he moved to Hong
Kong to work for OMA/RAD as a junior designer. In 2006 Adam moved to New York to work
as an architecture professional at Skidmore, Owings and Merrill LLP until he moved to Cape
Town, South Africa in 2009 to collaborate with Makeka Design Lab.
Now based in Cape Town, Adam has been lecturing architectural design and theory at the
University of Cape Town.
Since 2012 he has been the principle at the design consulting firm MADA+. He has
consulted firms in multiple cities globally as an architect, visual coordinator, artist, urbanist,
and lecturer. Adam has practiced architecture, graphic, and web design in Hong Kong, New
York City, Berlin, and Cape Town.

JUDGING CRITERIA
The Jury used the guideline below in judging the projects:
Originality & Relevance /20marks
The judges consider the Design Intent, concept and originality of the participant’s idea, the
relevance in the future context along with the issues raised in the participant’s Design
Intent.
Spatial organisation and Function /20marks
The judges consider the planning and spatial layout of the proposed building. This also
includes the participant’s chosen brief and how it responds to the concept and design
intent.
‘Living Tomorrow’ /20marks
The judges consider the participant’s response to the 2015 theme ‘Living Tomorrow’. The
participants were given leeway in connecting with issues that interest them, for example,
socio-economic, cultural, environmental (sustainability) or agricultural influences. Their
interests were to guide their schemes and offer a solution for the future context of
Zimbabwe.
Resolution /20marks
The judges consider the form, materiality, detailing, usability and technology used
(especially of the future context), innovation and expression of the project.
Overall Submission Overview /20marks
The judges consider the participant’s submission as a whole. This includes quality, aesthetics
(presentation and building form), response to the brief, innovation, creative solutions, ideas
brought forward and clear stance taken.
Total 100 marks

GENERAL COMMENTS
The Jury acknowledged the great efforts made by all participants. It was touching and
inspiring to see some very strong submissions already concerned about the reality and
context of their present lives. Keeping in mind the designers are still going through their
academic training, too few submissions went beyond the expected and too few were
provocative in their stated ambitions and final design.
Few submissions, however, did take a hard look at the role of buildings in securing our food,
water and energy. Most of the submissions displayed a very good use of rendering and
draftsmanship.
Holistically, the use of space erred on the conventional. The participants generally failed to
address the question of architecture's role in the FUTURE as the brief called for.
The jury advocates for education across Africa and training our future professionals for
problem-solving in real contexts. The future is bright and we know some of these students
will graduate to become relevant problem-solvers in their communities.

WINNING PROJECTS
The winning project by Michael Hobbs met the challenge posed by the brief with maturity
and imagination, producing a buildable response. It would be interesting to see the market
idea divorced from the existing site and adapted in other neglected areas across the
country. The judges thought the project responded successfully to the brief and held the
ideals the competition wishes to uphold.
In second place, the proposal by Tinotenda Ncube had a nature conservation as the driving
force behind the project. More data on the context and need of this intervention would
have aided in making this a more successful submission and supported the choice of the
location and given a measurable prediction of its transformational impact to give this design
intent more substance. Another species more indigenous and common to the area at the
forefront of the project would have added to the legitimacy of the proposal.
In third place, the proposal by Marvin Ncube makes good use of existing technology and
offers beautiful interior solutions with a design intent that shows an understanding of the
brief. The proposal would have been more successful if it addressed the economic reality of
the majority of Zimbabweans.

1st place proposal by MICHAEL HOBBS, University of Cape Town (4th Year)

1st place proposal by MICHAEL HOBBS, University of Cape Town (4th Year)

2nd place proposal by TINOTENDA NCUBE, Polytechnic (4th Year)

3rd place proposal by MARVIN NCUBE, National University of Science and Technology (4th
Year)

